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Avocado Tips & Tricks 
Avocado fruit matures on the tree; however, they do not ripen until picked. To hasten ripening, place them in a paper 
bag with an apple or banana. 
Using your whole hand, gently squeeze the avocado. If it yields to gentle pressure, it is ripe and ready to eat. 
Like apples, avocado flesh oxidizes very quickly once cut. You can delay browning by adding lemon or lime juice.   
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RECIPES Cool and Colourful 

Roasted Corn and Avocado Salad 
 

Husk & Wash: 

4 cobs of corn 
 

Pre-heat oven to broil. Cut the corn off the 

cobs and place on a jelly roll pan. Roast to a 

rich brown, turning several times so that it 

does not blacken to blistering. Cool. 
 

Finely slice:   

1 small red onion 
 

Place in a bowl of cold water (to reduce their 

strength) for 10 minutes and drain well.  
 

Drain & rinse well under cold water: 

540ml can black beans 
 

Layer on a serving dish: 

cooled corn 

chopped onion 

black beans 

1 red pepper, deseeded and diced 

1 yellow pepper, deseeded and diced 

300gm cherry tomatoes, halved 

1 - 2 avocados, peeled, stoned & sliced 

small bunch of cilantro, coarsely chopped 
 

Pour dressing over salad. Serve & enjoy!!!  

 The Avocado (or Alligator Pear) tree is native to Central and South America and in recent years has been 
gaining in popularity globally for its nutritional benefits, taste, and versatility. Botanically speaking, the  
avocado is considered a berry and although an avocado tree is easy to grow in your home, it requires a very 
specific sub-tropical climate in order to produce fruit. The mildest frost, or drying wind can result in a crop 
loss. Avocado trees also need to be grown in pairs to produce fruit as they do not self pollinate. 
 Although there are hundreds of different cultivars of avocado, the ’Hass’ variety makes up over 95% of the fruit found in 
supermarkets. Developed in 1926, the Hass is particularly suited for the California climate where most commercial avocados 
are grown. Known for its dark, bumpy skin and creamy texture, the Hass has a long shelf life making it easy to transport, so 
you can now find avocados in your local store 365 days a year. 
 High in monounsaturated fat, avocados also contain more potassium than a banana and have a very high fiber content. 
This fruit has become an important staple in many regions. People who are vegetarian, have a restricted diet, or who have a  
limited access to meat, fish, and dairy products would do well to make avocado a staple part of their diet as it can replace 
many of the missing fats and nutrients from these other sources. 

DID YOU KNOW?                       

The Garlic Chop™ 

 Mince up to 4 cloves at a time with a few 

simple twists of the wrist. No mess, no 

waste, easy to clean and no smelly fingers. 

Mince ginger with no long fibers. 

DBG0819-PO   $17.99 

Dressing 
 

Combine in a salad dressing shaker and 
mix well: 

6 tablespoons fresh lime juice 

5 tablespoons extra virgin olive oil 

1 garlic clove, minced 

½ teaspoon oregano 

½ teaspoon cumin 

¼ jalapeno chili or other chili,finely 
chopped 

½ teaspoon salt OXO Good Grips 3/1 Avocado Slicer 

 Take the frustration out of preparing 

avocado. Slice the avocado in half, using a 

twisting motion remove the pit, and the 

slicer removes the flesh from the skin. 

114380WH-D   $15.59 

slice 

twist 

ENJOY! 
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Serves 8 - 10 



Safety Bristle-Free BBQ Brush 
Effectively cleans your grill with no danger of loose 

bristles that can be picked up & ingested with food. 

12” handle - #B406C-NA   $31.99 

Blue Ribbin’ Sweet Sauce 
Award winning flavour from Pilot Butte, SK. Slow 

heat, hint of caramel & a touch of smoke. Delicious! 

#BLURIB   $13.99 

Alpine Touch All-Purpose Seasoning 

 A unique blend of spices from Montana that will 

make your meats, salads, veggies & more come alive. 

#55500-AT   $8.49  113gm jar 

Fruit & Vegetable Drying Mat 

 This cheerful mat absorbs like a sponge,  

preventing water from running all over the counter.  

Cushions delicate fruit from bruising. 

#41382-F   $7.25 

Bee’s Wrap Reusable Food Wrap 

 Handmade with care in Vermont, USA,  

Bee’s Wrap is a simple, reusable and natural  

alternative to plastic wrap. Organic cotton is 

infused with beeswax, jojoba oil & tree resin, 

creating a malleable cloth that softens with 

the warmth from your hands to fold and mold 

around food, snacks, & bowls. Naturally anti-

bacterial & antifungal, it helps keep cheese 

and vegetables fresher. Easy to clean using 

cool water and soap, they can be reused over 

and over, but once your wrap has reached the 

end of its life, it is 100% compostable. 

#BW3003-PO   $34.99 

(assorted package containing 1 large,  

1 medium and 1 small Bee’s Wrap) 

Ricardo Portable BBQ 
This lightweight, portable BBQ from Ricardo is 

your ideal cooking companion for all your  

outdoor activities. Take it camping, on picnics, 

ice fishing, tail gate parties, and RV’s.  

Perfect for the small deck of apartments and 

condo’s. This little BBQ packs up easily in its 

travelling case (included) and is ready to go 

wherever and whenever you are. Integrated  

fan & temperature gauge allows you  

complete control of your grilling. For use with 

charcoal briquettes for great flavour. 

#063200-RI   $199.99 

Onion Storage Bag 

 Constructed of sturdy burlap with a special lining, 

this bag allows air to circulate, preventing 

premature spoilage. Drawstring top and  

side zipper makes it easy to fill and retrieve onions. 

#20195-PO   $9.99 
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Pig Tail Food Flipper 
Flip steaks, sausages, chops & more with the 

strong hook - leaves meat unblemished & juicy. 

12” handle - #14433-JA   $23.99 

The Original Pattywacker 
Wedge & WHAM! - drive a wedge between  

frozen patties & chops to separate them. 

#90767-NIK    $14.99 

Shark Fin Silicone Molds 

 Set of 8 Shark Fin Silicone Molds are a fun  

addition to summer drinks. Fill them with a  

rainbow of flavoured gelatin or fill & freeze with 

yogurt or pudding for a cool treat 

#80604-RI   $6.49 

Whistix - The workhorse of whisks 

 Faster blending with less mess. Compact, solid 

construction keeps splatters to a minimum while 

quickly incorporating batters, blending drinks, mixing 

eggs, & and more. No wires to get bent, or tangled. 

#1726-N   $10.99 

NEW! 

NEW! 

NEW! 

NEW! 

Customer 
Favourite! 

Gravelbourg Gourmet Mustard 

 Sask. made with local quality ingredients, adds a 

touch of delicious to meats, rubs, & hot dogs.  

#GGM   $10.99  220gm jar 

Top 
Seller! 


